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ABSTRACT

Kinship has always held an important place in anthropological 

studies. The study of kin relations within various societies has led 

to evolutionary theories concerning the development of the family and 

social organization. It has also led to a system of classifying kinship 

terminologies and related social organizations. The first part of this 

paper concerns itself with an attempt to place Papago kinship termi

nology and social organization within this classification system.

The second part of this paper is the analysis of Papago kin

ship terminology by two methods of componential analysis. The Louns- 

burian method is not very satisfactory, and reasons for this arc 

stated. The Pvomney-D’Andrade method is quite successful and permits 

the statement of an algorithm for components and operators. This 

algorithm predicts which kinship term will be used given a certain 

relationship between ego and a specified person.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Kinship has always been of interest to anthropologists because 

family structure, or relationships among persons who consider themselves 

to be related, is a basic starting point for a discussion of social 

structure and organization in the so-called primitive societies. One 

exception to using the family and kinship structure as a basis for 

social structure is GoodenouglVs Property, Kin, and Community on Truk 

(1951) in which he uses ownership of property as a starting point for 

understanding social structure. Nevertheless, no ethnography is con

sidered complete without some mention of kinship terminology, structure, 

and behavior.

Basically, there are two methods for studying kinship systems. 

One method is concerned with classifying terminologies, and their 

related social structures, according to 1 standard criteria1, or 

idealized types, based on the analysis of ’model1 societies. In classi

fying a system, one considers the descent pattern, the terminology for 

the first ascending generation, the 1 cousin1 terminology, and reciprocal 

relationships among kin. The result is that a certain kinship termi

nology can be characterized as to agreeing or differing with the model 
in various aspects.

The other method is known as 1componential analysis1 and is 

based on the analysis of a particular set of kin terms. Krocber (1909)

1
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proposed certain criteria by which all societies determine, partially or 

wholly, who is related to whom and how. It is basically by use of these 

components, or elements of relationship, that criteria for referring to 

a person with a certain kin term can be formally stated. This system 

of analysis has been used for purposes other than kinship analysis, for 

instance Harris's 'Componential Analysis of a Hebrew Paradigm' (1948), 

and Trager's "A Componential Morphemic Analysis of English Personal 

Pronouns' (1967). However, Goodcnough (1956) and Lounsbury (1956,

1964a, 1964b) and the special publication of the American Anthropologi

cal Association, Formal Semantic Analysis (Ilammel 1965), have shown 

how widely applicable to the study of kinship componential analysis 

can be.

This paper will analyze Papago kinship terminology by use of 

the classification methods and then by use of two methods of componen

tial analysis. The final chapter will be concerned with a synthesis of 

the second method of analysis.



CHAPTER II

CLASSIFICATION METHOD

Early anthropologists were fascinated by the different ways in 

which man could organize his society. Much of their writing, as a 

result, is devoted to classifying societies based on social structure 

and kinship systems. Specifically, they aimed their research toward 

establishing some evolutionary development of society much like Darwin* s 

evolution of biological forms. It should be said here that none of 

these classifications closely paralleled any existing society; rather, 

they were generalized typologies.

'Morgan saw in the study of terminology the royal road to the 

understanding of kinship systems. He was the first to see that the 

terminology was a method of classification, and that what it told us was 

how various systems classified "kin1" (Fox 1967:240). He proposed two 

basic types of kinship terminologies— classificatory and descriptive. 

Rivers elaborated this scheme by subdividing the classificatory types. 

Since then, many attempts have been made to define criteria in such a 

manner that kinship terminologies and their related social structures 

can be exactly classified. As a result, there now exist two basic 

methods for classifying kinship terminologies. One is based on the 

terms used for the members of the first ascending generation. The 

other is based on terms used for members of the zero generation, more 

generally referred to as 'cousin terminology*.

3



4
Murdock, in his Social Structure (1949), very thoroughly dis

cusses the classifying of societies according to cousin terminology 

in the kinship system and associated social structures. He lists the 

six types of cousin terminology, as proposed by Spier, as being Crow, 

Omaha, Iroquois, Hawaiian, Eskimo, and Sudanese. Of these, the Papago 

kinship system meets the criteria for both the Hawaiian and the Eskimo 

systems.

One criterion for the Hawaiian system is that parallel and cross 

cousins as well as sisters are called by the same term (p. 223). In 

Papago, parallel and cross cousins (FBa and MSa, and FSa and MBa, 

respectively) are called by the same terms, with the distinction of 

older/younger linking sibling. The only negative evidence for complete 

classification within Hawaiian cousin terminology is that one term, 

/w±:nag/, can be used for both older and younger siblings, but not any 

• offspring of parents1 siblings, thus distinguishing ego’s siblings from 

both parallel and cross cousins.

The criterion for the Eskimo system is that FSd and MBd are 

called by the same terms as are parallel cousins, but that siblings are 

called by terms different from these (p. 223). Again, the term /w±:nag/ 

suggests this classification for Papago. Murdock adds that cross 

cousins can be called by the same term as parallel cousins (p. 223), but 

because FSd and MBd are cross cousins, the statement seems to be 

redundant.

In his classifying system, Murdock does not stop with mentioning 

kinship systems based on cousin terminology. He also establishes eleven
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associated patterns of social organization. These are Crow, Omaha, 

Yuman, Guinea, Dakota, Nankanse, Iroquois, Hawaiian, Fox, Sudanese, and 

Eskimo. Some of these are transitional states; others have basic 

patterns which can be found in several varieties.

As might be suspected from the above discussion of the cousin 

terminological systems, Papago social organization fits into either 

the Hawaiian or the Eskimo system. The criteria for the Hawaiian 

system are that such social organization tends to have the Hawaiian 
type of kinship terminology, the absence of exogamous kin groups, but 

the presence of limited polygyny, bilocal extended family, generational 

terms for aunts and nieces, and the bilateral extension of incest 

taboos. The criteria for the Eskimo social structure are that the 
Eskimo cousin terminology is present as are the practice of monogamy, 

independent nuclear families, lineal terms for aunts and nieces, the 

bilateral extension of incest taboos, and the absence of exogamous 

unilineal kin groups.

The possibility of the Papago kinship system being of the 

Hawaiian type was discussed above. The criterion that the terms for 

aunts and nieces be generational is met in that no kinship term in 

Papago crosses generational lines; that is, there is no skewing of 

generations. Unlike the ideal generational kinship structure, the 

Papago do distinguish maternal, paternal, and affinal aunts and uncles 

as well as the relative age of ego’s siblings and ego’s parents’ 

siblings. Like the ideal system for generational terminology, the 

Papago do not distinguish maternal, cousins from paternal ones.
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Of the other criteria, the Papago do have a tradition of 

polygyny, and there is a bilateral extension of incest taboos in that 

two persons cannot marry if they have at least one set of grandparents 

in common. However, the Papago do not have a bilocal extended family 

pattern. That is, it is the tradition for the sons to remain close to 

the home of their father after marriage, while the daughters take up 

residence with their husbandsT extended families. Thus, the Papago are 

classed as patrilocal, but this is not a strict rule. In some 

instances a daughter can bring her husband to live with her consan- 

guineal family. This freedom to vary the residence pattern seems to be 

one of the characteristics of a bilateral structuring (Fox 1967:156). 

Also, neolocal residence is becoming an increasing possibility as more 

persons become involved with wage-earning activities.

As with the Hawaiian social structure, in the Eskimo social 

structure the Eskimo cousin terminology is to be expected. Another 

criterion concerning kinship terminology is that the terms for aunts and 

nieces are lineal; that is, the lineal relatives (members of the nuclear 

family) are distinguished from collateral relatives. Therefore, it is 

to be expected that the term for aunt differs from the term for mother. 

It is also to be expected that the term for niece differs from the term 

for sister. This latter case can be debated because the terms /si:s/ 

and /sirpij/ can mean both sister and niece, but a sister does have 

a separate term which cannot be used for a niece.

As for the other criteria, there is bilateral extension of 

incest taboos, and there is an absence of unilinear kin groups.
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Monogamy, traditionally, was not the rule, but may have been the most 

prevalent form of marriage. Also, the Papago do not have independent 

nuclear families. Rather, they have a type of patrilocal extended 

family in which each nuclear family has its own separate dwelling.

Underhill refers vaguely to patrilineal clans and moieties 

among the Papago (cf. Underhill 1939:31-34). She gives no clear 

explanation of how either the clans or moieties are relevant to the 

social organization. For instance, there is no clan (Underhill calls 

these patrilineal sibs) exogamy and no moiety exogamy. In a study 

conducted a few years after Underhill1s, the following statement is 

made:

There is today among the Papago no wider kin group than 
the extended family. One type of kinship terminology which is 
dying out on the Reservation has been correlated by Underhill 
with a former clan structure. The several different terms 
for "father” in this terminology seem to have indicated 
patrilineal lines. The.significance of these terms today is 
hard to determine, for they are being replaced rapidly by the 
generalized term for "father” (auk) [transcribed as /1o:g/ 
in this paper] or, in many families, by "daddy". It is 
safe to say that no well-developed clan concept survives 
today and that the present concept of the family and the 
extended family has not changed radically within the last 
generation (Joseph, Spicer, Chesky 1949:48).

The Papago kinship system is bilateral with patrilocal 

residence. One might be able to hypothesize that the Papago are 

bilateral knowing that the cousin terminology is Hawaiian. One ould 

probably not suppose the bilateral structuring knowing that the first 

ascending generation is bifurcate collateral.

It is interesting to note that Murdock classifies the Pima as 

’normal Yuman’. The Pima and the Papago-(the River People and the Bean
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People, respectively) are usually considered as being two branches of 

basically the same group. While this does not mean that both must have 

the same, or similar, social organization, or specifically for this 

paper, kinship system, the differences should be noted. The normal 

Yuman social structure attributed to the Pima is characterized by 

patrilineal descent without exogamous kin groups, Iroquois cousin 

terminology, patrilocal residence, the absence of clans and domes, the 

presence of bilateral kin groups with non-cxogamous patri-moieties, 

bilateral exogamy, polygyny which is either non-sororal or unspecified, 

independent polygynous families, and bifurcate collateral pattern for 

aunt and niece terms.

Both the Pima and the Papago share the absence of clans and 

dernes, the presence of bilateral kin groups, bilateral exogamy, and 

polygyny. However, the Papago tend to favor sororal polygyny and the 

custom of levirate. Also, the Papago have patrilineal descent, 1 semi- 

independent 1 polygynous families (each nuclear family lives in its own 

house which is in a cluster of houses representing the extended family), 

and a bifurcate collateral pattern for the aunts but Hawaiian/Eskimo 

for the nieces.

The Iroquois cousin terminology is characterized by the use of 

the same term for FSd and MBd, but parallel cousins are not called by 

this term. The parallel cousins are usually classed with the sisters.

In Papago there are three terms which can be used for members of the 

zero generation. One of these, /w-i-rnag/ 'ego’s sibling’, distinguishes 

siblings from cousins. A second term, /sirs/, groups siblings older



than ego with offspring of ego's parents' older siblings while a third, 

/s±:pij/, groups siblings younger than ego with offspring of ego's 
parents' younger siblings.

It is not hopeless to attempt to classify kinship terminologies 

and their related social structures, but it is not rewarding, in a 

predictive sense, either. A kinship terminology can be said to have a 

certain structure, but that is all. No statement can be made about how 

a native speaker will classify another person in terms of kinship.

That is, the classification is very limited in its predictive ability.

A componential analysis, which is concerned with the underlying 

elements-— in certain cases morphemes— which convey meaning, considers 

what is necessary for an ego to call X by a certain kin term. In other 

words, a componential analysis attempts to discover the 'rules of 

classification' without imposing a construct of classification on the 

terminology. It aims at discovering what is inherent within the 

classification of relatives by kin terms. It should, in a way at least, 

mirror what a native knows (his competence) while not ignoring what a . 

native usually says (his performance).

9



CHAPTER III

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND KINSHIP STRUCTURE

The Papago Indians live in the southwestern section of Arizona. 

The seat of 1 tribal government1 is in Sells, Arizona, the location of the 

largest concentration of people. Most of the Papago, however, live in 

scattered villages on this reservation which is characterized by desert 

flora and fauna. Distance and scant means of transportation greatly 

limit travel and contact between the more distant villages.

The social organization of the Papago is based on the family 

and the village. Although increased contact with Anglos and increased 

wage-earning have altered the social organization since the 19301s, the 

material in this section will be based on Underhill’s Social Organiza

tion of the Papago Indians (1939). Hackenberg’s recent article (1967) 

agrees substantially with the description given below.

The Family

Family organization is based on the extended family pattern.

That is, a man, his wife, his sons and their wives, and his daughters 

will live together. Usually, for the Papago, the married sons will 

have their own houses, but these will be in close proximity to the 

father’s house. Occasionally, a daughter and her husband will join 

the extended family.

10
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The extended family is patrilocal, but not patrilineal. The 

term 'patrilineal* is a designation given to certain kinship systems 

in which geneological line is traced through the father's side with 

little importance being attached to the mother's geneology. Papago 

kinship does not stress one side or the other; rather, it is bilateral.

In the choice of residence, however, the sons tend to live in 

close proximity to their father's residence after marriage (actually, 
virilocal residence). But this is not a strict rule. Occasionally a 

woman may persuade her husband to remain and to help as a son of her 

father. A man may be encouraged to remain with his wife's family if 

the prospects of good land near his own village are poor. Or a man may 

seek a new village, but his is usually rare and anyone who does so is 

not readily accepted.

Marriage is exogamous on the village level. Persons related 

through grandparents on either side (maternal or paternal) are not 

permitted to marry. Because the village consists of extended families 

which can be closely related, marriage partners must be sought from 

other villages. Underhill mentions that some related persons have 

married and found out after marriage that they were related. She gives 

the reason for such occurrences as distance and the infrequent travel 

to the more remote villages. Relatives fairly close to one another 

tend to keep track of each other more than they keep track of a person 

living at a great distance. This is especially true if the relative is 

fairly remote also (that is, not a sister or brother).
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Polygyny x-zas permitted in traditional society and it preferably 

took the form of junior sororal polygyny. That is, a man in taking a 

second wife would marry one of his first wife's younger sisters.

Sisters were more likely to work well together, so sororal polygyny 

x̂ as preferred. If a man chose to do so, he could also marry into some 

other family; that is, co~x;ives did not have to be sisters.

Under certain conditions, junior levirate was also permitted. 

Upon the death of an older brother, a younger brother xmuld marry the 

widow. As with sororal polygyny, this x;as not a strict rule. With the 

general practice of patrilocal residence, the xzidow remained part of the 

extended family, even if she did not choose to marry her husband's 

younger brother. The widow x-zas also free to marry outside her conjugal 

extended family.

The Village

The village, which x-zas actually the highest level of organiza

tion, consisted mainly of related families. That is, a village con

sisted of brothers, their sons, and their families. Each nuclear 
family had its oxm plot of land, but if one family had better land, or 

better luck, the abundance would be shared in a system of gift-giving.

In addition to the families related through patri-residence, a village 

might have a family which had moved from another village for various 

reasons, or a family xzhich xzas related through a sister or a daughter 

to one of the males. Usually in this latter case, the husband's village 

did not have good land, or enough land, or his wife's relatives needed 

another male to help with the work.
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Although the village was the highest level of organization, 

there were many loose confederations of villages which combined their 

efforts at various times. Seasonally these villages would share the same 

water hole near the mountains. Also, before the United States pacified 

the area, these villages would provide mutual protection for one another 

against the Apache. But the most enduring tie among these villages was 

the practice of gift-giving, which was inter-familial within one village 

or between villages. An abundant crop or extra meat from a hunting party 

would be given as gifts to relatives and friends. Each time a gift was 

given it was known by the giver that sooner or later a gift would be 

returned which was equal to, or slightly greater than, the original in 

value. Thus no one was ever without the necessities for life.

Each village was governed by a council of men. All males who 

were considered to be adults (married males, especially those who were 

fathers, and males who had proven themselves in battle) took part every 

evening in the meeting. Although women were not present, the men had 

discussed various problems with their wives and knew how they felt. Each 

decision was made by discussing the issue until everyone agreed on the 

sooution. The men then told their wives of the decisions, and the women 

would usually agree that the men were right.

Kinship Structure

Underhill classifies Papago kinship as ’bilateral1, which means 

that neither the maternal nor the paternal line is stressed. To a great 

extent this is true for Papago kinship in that both sides are ’balanced1 

in kin terms (see the kinship chart on pages 14-15).
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0-ba:b ’oks

A~ba:b ki:li

A-ba:b

O-jisk----
(younger)

A~si:pij--

O-si:pij--

A-cu:cud

0-cu:cud

A-mad---

O-mad---

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba'amad 
O-ba1amad 
A-ka1amad 
O-ka1amad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo:s

A-tatal---
(younger)

A-s±:pij--
A-cu:cud 

O-cu:cud 

A-mad---
O-si:pij--

O-mad

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba1amad 
O-ba1amad 
A-ka1amad 
O-ka1amad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo:s

O-hu!ul

A-hu’ul ki:li

O-hu’ul 1oks

A-si:s
O-da:d------

(older)
O-si:s

A-hakimad

O-hakimad

A-ma1i

O-ma1i

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba1amad 
O-ba1amad 
A-ka1amad 
O-ka1amad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo:s

A-si:s

A-ji1is—  
(older)

0-si:s

A-hakimad

O-hakimad

A-ma1i---

O-ma1i---

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba1amad 
O-ba1amad 
A-ka1amad 
O-ka1amad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo: s

0-ji1i
ii -

|A-'o:g
Figure 1. Kinship Chart

A-hakimad
A—wi:nag--

(si:s) O-hakimad 
(older)

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba1amad 
O-ba1amad

A-ma11
0-wi:nag--

(si:s) O-ma1i 
(older)

A-ka1amad 
O-ka1amad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo:s

O-FGO---
A-mad

O-mad

A-ka1amad 
O-ka1amad 
A-mo:c 
0-mo:s
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O-wosk 'oks

(o-ji-’i
II -

A-'o:g
A—EGO---

A-’aldag- 

0-f aldag-

A-cu:cud
A-w±:nag--

(sirpij) 0-cu:cud 
(younger)

A-mad-
0~V7± i nag-----

(si:pij) O-mad 
(younger)

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba1amad 
O-ba’amad

A-uosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba1amad 
O-ba'amad

A-ka1amad 
0-kafamad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo:s

0-wowoit--
(younger)

A-si:pij--

O-si:pij--

A-cu: cud- 

0-cu:cud

A-mad---

O-mad---

A-wosmad 
O-uosmad 
A-ba1amad 
O-ba'amad 
A-ka'amad 
O-ka'amad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo:s

A-wosk ki:li

A-wosk

II -
O-ka:k

A-ka:k ki:li

O-ka:k 'oks

A-hakit---
(younger)

A-si:pij--

0-si:pij--

A-cu: cud- 

0-cu:cud

A-mad---

O-mad---

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba'amad 
O-ba'amad 
A-ka’amad 
O-ka'amad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo:s

A-si:s

O-'oksi—  
(older) O-si:s

A-hakimad*

O-hakimad

A-ma'i---

O-ma'i---

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba'amad 
O-ba'amad 
A-ka'amad 
O-ka'amad 
A-mo:s 
0-mo:s

A-si:s

A-ki:li---
(older)

O-si:s

A-hakimad

O-hakimad

A-ma'i---

O-ma'i--

A-wosmad 
O-wosmad 
A-ba'amad 
O-ba'amad 
A-ka'amad 
O-ka'amad 
A-mo:s 
O-mo:sFigure 1 emit.
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Evidence for the bilateral structure is most obvious in the 

terms for generations other than the zero generation. There is one term 

for any person who stands three generations above ego, and another for 

anyone who stands three generations below ego. Persons of the fourth 

ascending generation are called /s*i:pij/ 1 younger sibling1 and those 

of the fourth descending generation are called /sirs/ 1 older sibling1.

The Papago reason that the very old are very child-like while those 

who are very young behave 1 maturely1. The fourth ascending and 

descending generations are the limits for Papago kinship terminology.

Each member of the second ascending generation is given a 

separate designation. Specifically, there is a separate designation 

for mother1s mother, mother’s father, father’s father, and father’s 

mother. Siblings of these lineal ascendants are given separate 

designations also. In the second descending generation, the two 

intervening relatives are important. The four terms parallel, and 

indicate reciprocity to, the second ascending generation.

It is the first ascending generation, when viewed alone, or 

when contrasted to the zero generation, which can contradict the 

classification ’bilateral’. Viewed alone this generation gives the 

impression that the kinship system is other than bilateral in that 

there is bifurcate collateral structuring. That is, each member of 

this generation, including junior/senior distinctions, is given a 

separate designation. Explanations, such as the presence of junior 

levirate and sororal polygyny, could be offered for justification. 

However, this does not mean that if sororal polygyny and junior levirate
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are present younger sisters and younger brothers must be distinguished. 

Similarily, if younger sisters or brothers are distinguished from older 

sisters or brothers, sororal polygyny or levirate does not have to be 

present.

One interesting point should be made here. All relatives of 

lower generations who arc traced through ego’s parents’ siblings are 

given kin designations according to the junior/senior distinction of the 

sibling. It should also be noted in the paragraphs which follow that 

the same terms arc used for descendants from both sides of the family 

who stand in parallel positions to one another. Thus, the bilateral 

structuring remains.

The simplest terms, or the elementary (base) form, for the zero 

generation are the terms used by ego in referring to other members of 

his own generation. Knowing that there is a strict division of labor 

between the sexes, at least in the traditional culture, one might expect 

at least two terms— one for female and one for male. This is not the 

case, however. There arc three terms; one is for ego’s older sibling 

and offspring of a parent's older sibling, another for ego’s younger 

sibling and offspring of a parent’s younger sibling, and the third is 

for ego’s siblings alone.

The absence of sex distinctions can be casually explained by 

stating that a woman was expected to do a woman’s work, such as cooking, 

basketry, simple food gathering, while a man was expected to do a man’s 

work, such as hunting, protecting the village from enemy (Apache) attack, 

and making decisions concerning the entire village. But in addition to
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this sharp division of labor, both men and women contributed equally to 

the economics of maintaining life, and a husband and wife shared equally 

in deciding the affairs of the family, although the head of the house

hold usually stated family policy. When the need arose, however, /!uwi/ 

'woman* or /c±oj/ 'man* was used to preface the terms /si:s/ 'older 
sibling* and /si:pij/ 'younger sibling* and thus distinguish sex.

There is one further point to be made. Ego is forbidden to 

marry anyone who is related to him through the grandparents of either 

his side or his prospective bride's side. Therefore, ego cannot marry 

one of his cousins because that person would be too closely related to 

him.

The first descending generation continues the pattern of equal 

weight being given to each side. Persons who are the immediate descen

dants of a male or female are given separate designations. In addition, 

if the relationship is traced through a sibling link, the relative age 

of that link is also important.

The terms used in this analysis are those used by a male ego, 

except for the terms noted on pages 14 and 15 and in Chapter V. A 

female does not have a separate set of terms. Rather, she uses the 

terms used by her husband's younger sister.

Conclusion

One phrase, 'traditional society*, has been repeated beyond the 

point of tolerance. It cannot be said that 'traditional society' does 

not exist in the more isolated areas of the Papago reservation which has 

its governing council in Sells, Arizona. However, today many of the
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traditional practices are not legally acceptable. To be sure, not 

everyone in Papago society participated in the practices of junior 

sororal polygyny or levirate. In fact, there was always a means of 

support for a young widow without junior levirate, and a young woman's 

parents could always find someone for her to marry.

But how 1 traditional' is Papago society now? In certain areas, 

such as the northern part of the reservation and San Xavier, the answer 

is becoming increasingly negative. A man who moves his family according 

to cotton picking jobs cannot maintain close ties with his village or 

relatives unless all of his relatives participate in cotton picking. 

Wage-earning opportunities off the reservation also are increasingly 

breaking down traditional ties, but not in the sense of increasing 

geographic distance between relatives, which has always been a factor 

for continuing contacts among relatives. Rather traditional society is 

being broken down by an increased stress on individuality— the less 

Papago in behavior means the less one depends on, or supports, his 

relatives. Kinship terms are slow to change, barring outside and strong 

influences. With increased stress on individual families and wage- 

earning, the Papago will most likely use terms, in either the Papago 

language or the English language, which parallel, or are, the terms used 

by the dominant American society.



CHAPTER IV

ROTATIONAL CONVENTIONS

Certain symbols, which are used throughout this paper, are 

defined at this point. Many of these symbols arc standard for the areas 

of kinship in anthropology, of componential analysis, and of transfor

mational-generative grammar in linguistics. The symbols are listed and 

are defined below.

Alphabetical Symbols

Most of these symbols are commonly used in the field of kinship 

studies. The others are clearly obvious as defined.

P . This symbol is read 'parent1 and can indicate either M or F. 

When this symbol is used, patri- or matri-lineality is not considered to 
be a factor.

M. As is ordinary kinship notation, this symbol is read 

'mother'. That is, M is the biological mother of ego, the wife to F, 

or the person considered by ego to be 'mother*. Possibly M could be all, 

or a combination, of these.

F. Contrasting with M, as in ordinary kinship notation, this

symbol is read 'father', with the conditions noted above for M appro
priately adjusted for F.

Z. This symbol is read 'sibling', meaning either B or S when 

sex is not a factor.

20
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D. This symbol is read 'brother', that is, male sibling.

S, This symbol is read 'sister*, that is female sibling.

E. This symbol is read 'ego', the reference (datum) point in 

kinship terminologies. This person can be of either sex unless other

wise specified.

G. This symbol is read 'generation1. It is used to indicate 

a specific generational level when associated with a number. For 

instance, G-* is read ' first descending generation* and G"*"* is read

'first ascending generation*. Gj means that either the first ascending 

generation, or the first descending generation, or both, are being 

indicated. More specifically, the subscript indicates generational 

steps either side of ego's generation. Of course, G° and Gq refer to 

ego's own, or the zero, generation.

H. This symbol is read 'husband'.

W. This symbol is read 'wife'.

a. This symbol is read 'offspring*, that is, either 'son' or 

'daughter*. When this symbol is used it means that sex is not a factor. 

This includes its use in the Romney-D'Andrade method of analysis when 

'a' is defined as a generalization for 'm* and 'f', although in this 

latter case, 'a' does not always represent offspring.

s. This symbol is read 'son', that is, male offspring.

d. This symbol, contrasting with 's', is read 'daughter*, that 

is, female offspring.

m. This symbol, as used in the Romney-D'Andrade method of 

analysis, indicates a person who is male. Depending on the operator
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immediately preceding this symbol, it can be read as ’male parent’,

’male sibling’, or ’male offspring’.

f. This symbol indicates a person who is female, and contrasts 

with ’m ’ as used in the Romney-D’Andrade method of analysis.

XG. This symbol, superscript ’o’, is read ’elder’; that is, it 

indicates a person who is older in relative age than the person indicated 

by the symbol immediately to the left of the person designated as being 

older.

Xy . This symbol contrasts with ’superscript e’ by indicating a 

person who is younger in relative age.

X^ and Xj. The subscripts, ’i’ and 1j 1, indicate variables and 

are defined where used.

x , a, B, y. These symbols arc variables which are defined 

where used.

Operators

In the Romney-D’Andrade method of analysis, there are three 

symbols called ’operators’. These symbols operate on, or affect, the 

symbols immediately following them and determine their readings.

This symbol indicates one generational step in the ascending
direction.

This symbol indicates one generational step in the descending
direction.

0. This symbol indicates a sibling link. In this case, of 

course, there is no change in generational level. There are two 

variations of this symbol. One, 0, indicates a link to a sibling older



than the person indicated immediately to the left; the other, 6, 

indicates a link to a sibling younger in relative age.

Other Symbols

Various other symbols used in this paper do not fall into 

specifically named categories. Most of these symbols are familiar to 

anyone who has read related articles in the fields of anthropology and 

linguistics.

This symbol indicates that what appeared on the left-hand 

side can be reduced, or rewritten, as what appears on the right-hand 

side.

A. This symbol indicates a male in the chart on pages 14 and 15 

of this paper.

0. This symbol indicates a female in the chart on pages 14 and 

15 of this paper.

<!>. This symbol indicates a zero, or null, value.

//. This symbol indicates a boundary, either initially or 

finally. If initial, the first symbol to the right of // must begin the 

chain of relationships. If final, the symbol immediately to the left of 

// is the last relationship of the chain.

•.. . As in regular textual material, this symbol indicates 

that something has been omitted. In the Lounsburian method of analysis,

X... indicates that X is part of a chain which may continue while ...X 

indicates that this chain is traced through a relative who is a direct 

link to ego.
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(«..). Parentheses indicate that what is enclosed may or may 

not be chosen. Specifically, if given

(1) X(Y) Z -> W

then either the sequence XYZ, or the sequence XZ, can be rewritten as W.

< . . The angle brackets again indicate a choice, much like 

the choice presented with the use of parentheses. However, angle 

brackets always appear in pairs such that if at one point one choice is 

made, then the same choice must be made at the second point also. 

Specifically, if given

(2) X<Y>Z *> A<B>C

then XYZ is rewritten ABC, and XZ is rewritten AC.

{...}. The braces are a shorthand method of writing two or more 

formulas together. Given XYZ A and XWZ -> A as being true, then both 

statements can be written as

(3) xgjz -> A

/.../. This symbol has two uses. First, it indicates that a 

phonemic, rather than a phonetic, representation for a term is being 

given. In the Romncy-D1Andrade method of analysis, it indicates that 

the operators can be read as reciprocals. This is explained in detail 

below.

I (+) ~ y (-) 83 G. This equation is read 1 the summation of the 

operators (+) minus (less) the summation of the operators (-) equals the 

generational levelf. It means that if one subtracts the number of times 

the operator (d) appears in any one given algebraic representation of



a kinship term, the result will be the generational level in which 
that term appears.



CHAPTER V

COMPONENTIAL ANALYSES

A componential analysis of any set of lexical items attempts to 

determine ‘the various properties which differentiate the members of the 

set being analyzed. These properties may be syntactic, morphophonemic, 

phonemic, or semantic in nature. For instance, Harris (1948) has 

analyzed the paradigmatic nature of morphophonemics of the Hebrew verb 

person markers. For kinship terminology, with which this paper deals, 

a componential analysis is concerned with the semantic elements (at 

times called sememes) by which a native speaker tends to differentiate 

a person called by one kin term from another called by a different 

kin term. For instance, in English, a brother to either parent, that 

is, mother's brother (MB) or father's brother (FB), is called by the 

term 'uncle'. It is also possible under certain conditions to call the 

husband of a parent's sister by that same term (cf. Goodenough 1965, and 

Schneider 1965). In other words, a componential analysis of a kinship 

terminology is concerned with defining the conditions necessary for a 

person to be called by a kin term, thus indicating a certain relationship 

between two persons.

Wallace and Atkins (1960) state the following:

The componential analysis of a kinship lexicon commonly 
consists of five steps: (1) the recording of a complete set
(or a defined subset) of the terms of reference or address, 
using various boudary-setting criteria, such as a constant, 
syntactic context, a type of pragmatic situation, or common

26
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inclusion within the extension of a cover term for "kinsmen";
(2) the definition of these terms in the traditional kin-type 
notation (i.e., as Fa, FaBr, DalluBr) ; (3) the identification, 
in the principles of grouping kin-types, of two or more con
ceptual dimensions each of whose values ("components") is 
signified (not connoted) by one or more of the terms; (4) the 
definition of each term, by means of a symbolic notation, as 
a specific combination, or set of combinations, or the com
ponents; (5) a statement of the semantic relationship among the 
terms and of the structural principles of this terminological 
system (p. 60).

The first step, that of recording the set of terms, and the second 

step, that of defining each term in symbols for the kinsmen represented, 

are presented below. The next two steps will be presented in two ways, 

each representing a different method of analysis. The last step, which 

explores the semantic relationships for a given term will be treated in 

the concluding chapter.

Set of Terms

The terms used for the purposes of this paper will be the set 

of consanguineal terms. The terms for husband and wife, /k±:li-ga/ 

and /’oks-ga/, respectively, although usually included in a componential 

analysis, will not be dealt with here. There is a reason for defining 

the set so narrowly. According to Underhill (1939), affinal terms are 

descriptive, meaning that they can be determined by the meaning of their 

parts. A componential analysis concerns itself with the lexemes of the 

set. Therefore, according to Goodenough!s definition of a lexemes as 

1•••a morpheme, construction, or phrase in those linguistic contexts 

where it has a single and unpredictable significatum1 (1956:208), the 

affinal terms are not actually part of the set to be analyzed.
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It is interesting to note, however, that the terms for MMB, MMS, 

MFB, MFS, FFS, FFB, FMB, and FMS are included in the set of lexemes.

These terms seem to be compounds of the terms for the linking 'grand

parent* with the term for either FSe or FBe. Even so, these terms are 

included within the kinship lexicon because, when possessed, they 

cannot take the possessive affix /-ga/. For instance, one can say 

/n-k±:li/ 'my father's older brother' or /n-'oksi/ 'my father's older 

sister'. One can also say /n-ki:li-ga/ 'my husband' or /h-'oks-ga/ 'my 

wife'. In these latter two cases, the terms /k±:li/ and /'oks/ are not 

'true' kin terms. Notice, however, that one cannot say &/h-ka:k ki:li- 

ga/ or */h-ka:k 'oks-ga/; rather, one has to say /h-ka:k k±:li/ 'my 

father's mother's brother' or /h-ka:k 'oks/ 'my father's mother's sis

ter'. On this basis, the terms for the second ascending generation are 

regarded as kin terms rather than compounds.

There are four terms which will not be used in the componential 

analyses except for brief mentions. Two of these, /sulij-ga/ 'son' and 

/cihia-ga/ 'daughter* , are not true kin terms. The other two, /'algi-'il/ 

'younger brother's son' or 'parent's younger sibling's son's son' and 

/'alwa/ 'younger brother's daughter' or 'parent's younger sibling's son's 

daughter', seem to have specialized extensions into the kinship termi

nology from non-kinship terms. For both pairs, a more generalized term 

is used.

In the tabic on pages 29-30, the lexemes for the consanguineal 

terms arc listed. Two representations are given for each term. The 

conventional representations have been used so far and will be used in
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Table 1. Kinship Terminological Representations

Romney-D1Andrade Conventional
Term Representations Representations

(+) “ I (-) = +3
/wi:sad/ E+a+a+a ppp

(+) - ! ( - ) =  +2
/vjosk/ E+m-fm FF

• /wosk k-i:li/ E+m-hnOm FFB
/wosk 1oks/ E+urfmOf FFS
/ka:k/ E+m+f FM
/ka:k ki:11/ E+nH-fOm FMB
/ka:k 'oks/ E+mffOf FMS
/ba:b/ E+f+m MF
/ba:b k-i:li/ E+f+mOm MFB
/ba:b 'oks/ E+f+mOf MFS
/hu'ul/ E+f+f MM
/hu'ul k-l: 11/ E+f-l-fOm MMB
/hu'ul 'oks/ EH-f+fOf MMS

I (*!-) - ! ( - ) =  +1
/'o:g/ E+m F
/ki:11/ E+m0m FBe
/'oksi/ E+mSf FSv/hakit/ E+ir.0m FBy
/wowoit/ E+m0f FSy
/ji'i/ E+f M
/ji'is/ E+fOm MBG
/da:d/ E+f6f MSe
/tatal/ E+f0m MBy
/ j -isk/ E+f0£ MSy

I (+) - I (-) = o
/wiaiag/ EOa Z
/sirs/ EOa ze

E+aOa-a PZCa
/si:plj/ EOa zy

E+a0a-a PZya
also: /si:s/ E—a—a—a—a aaaa

/ si:pij/ E+a-ha-ra+a PPPP
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Table 1 cent.

Romncy-D’Andrade Conventional
Term

I (+) - I (-) = -1

Representations Representations

/'aldag/ Hi-a ma
also: /sulij-ga/ E-m s

/c-ihia-ga/ E-f d
/hakimad/ ECm-a B^a

E-l-aOa-m-a PZesa
/ma'i/ EOf-a Sea

E+aOa-f-a PZeda
/mad/ f-a fa

E0f~a Sya
EM-aO a-f-a PZyda

/cu:cud/ EOm-a Bya
E+aOa-m-a PZysa

also: / ’ alg-i ’ ±1/ E0m-m Bys
E+a0a-ia-m PZyss

/’alwa/ E0m-f Byd
EH-aOa-m-f PZysd

I C+) ~ X (-) ~ -2
/wosmad/ m-m-a msa

EOm-m-a Bsa
E+aOa-m-m-a PZssa

/ba'amad/ m-f-a mda
EOm-f-a Bda
E+aOa-in-f-a PZsda

/ka'amad/ f-m-a fsa
EOf-m-a Ssa
E+aOa-f-m-a PZdsa

/mo:s/ f-f-a fda
EOf-f-a Sda
E+aOa-f-f-a PZdda

I (+) - I (-) “ -3
/wi:kol/ E-a-a-a aaa

Additional Terms:

/'oks-ga/ m:f w
/k-i: li-ga/ f :m H
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the Lounsburian method of analysis. The other representation is used in 

the Romney-D1Andrade method of analysis, as marked.

Lounsbury!s Method of Analysis

Among the several methods proposed for analyzing kinship termi

nologies is a set of rules which reduce certain chains of linking 

relatives to a more elemental form. An example of this for Papago, as 

will be seen later, is the reduction of FBssa to sa. In other words, 

the offspring of one’s father’s brother’s son’s son is considered as the 
offspring of one’s son.

In the list above, the terms were listed with one or more gener

alized representations. This section is concerned with the use of the 

column marked ’conventional notations’, and will explain how those 

generalized representations were derived. In addition, a final set of 

reduction rules will be proposed. This final set should reduce any 

chain of relational links to the proper elementary form.

The terms, as listed above, have been grouped according to 

generational levels. Although two terms refer to persons in more than 

one generational level, a basic generational structure prevails in that 

these terms do not extend their meaning level by level across gener

ational lines. It therefore seems obvious that generational level is a 

component. Also, the generalized notations, as presented, will be used, 

because it is easier to work with a generalized notation than with 

several specific representation, as long as such a notation does not 

predict non-members of the subset for any particular term. The 

ascending generations and the third descending generation will be con
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sidered after the reduction rules for the zero and the other descending 

have been presented. Because the ascending generational terms and the 

terms for the third ascending and descending generations consist of 

only the elementary member> these terms are involved only indirectly 

with the reduction rules. The zero generational term /wi:nag/ ’sib

ling1 and the first descending generational term /’aldag/ ’male ego’s 

child* are also elementary terms and are not discussed below. The 

reduction rules for the zero, first descending, and second descending 

generations will be discussed in that order.

If one were to list the symbolic representations for each term 

in a strict column, the generalized representations would become 

obvious. For instance, the term /sirs/ has the elementary form Ze , 

that is, either B or S . The next obvious generality is that either 

parent’s older sibling’s offspring are also called by this term. The 

relative age of the siblings seems to be a component at this point.

In column form, the representations would look like those presented on 

page 33.

A similar analysis is possible for the term /sirpij/ (see page 

33). Zy (that is, By or Sy) is the elementary member of this class. In 

addition, the inclusion of either parent’s younger sibling’s offspring 

can be predicted on the assumption that the relative age of the linking 

sibling is a component of Papago kinship

Two reduction rules for the zero generation can now be written. 

One will be for the term /sirs/ and the other for the term /sirpij/.

These two rules are
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Figure 2

B
S
e
e > Ze

FBes
FBed >

FSCs
FSed >

MBGs
MBed
MSes
MSCd

>

>

FBea
> FZea

FSea
> PZea

MBea
> MZea

MSea

B
S
y
y > zy

FB^s
FByd
FSys
FSyd

>

>

MBys
MByd
MSys
MSyd

>

>

FBya
> FZya

FSya
> PZya

MBya
> MZya

MSya

Generalized Representations
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(1) PZCa... -> Ze...

(a parent's older sibling's offspring is considered as an older sibling 

in a chain) and

(2) PZya... Zy ...

(a parent’s younger sibling’s offspring is considered as a younger 

sibling in a chain). (See the chapter on Notational Conventions for 

definitions of symbols used.)

A comment should be made here about the form of the proposed 

reduction rules. Lounsbury’s conventions, as presented in ’A Formal 

Account of Crow- and Omaha-type Kinship Terminologies’ (Lounsbury 1964a), 

are being used here. PZa ->■ Z means that if the chain PZa appears any

where in a longer chain, then that particular section is reduced to Z.

In other words, PZa -> Z could be written XPZaY -> XZY, where either X or 

Y, or both, could be null. PZa... *>■ Z... means that if PZa is a chain 

linking ego to any grouping of relatives, it is to be considered the 

same as Z linking ego to that grouping; that is, EPZaX EZX, where E 

is ego and X is either a chain or null. ...PZa ...Z means that there 

is a linking relative between ego and the first member of the chain.

This last form is the model for the corollary, which will be discussed 
later.

In (1) and (2) there are two assumptions being made. The

first assumption is that one of the components of Papago kinship is

generational level; this was mentioned above. The second assumption is

that if either PZea or PZ^a appears in a chain, they can be written as 
e yeither Z or Z , respectively. Support for this assumption is evidenced
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by specified relative age of sibling links in, at least, the first 

ascending and zero generations. For now, the second assumption will 

stand, depending on examination of the first and second descending 

generations.

It is possible to combine these two reduction rules such that 

only one reduction rule is needed for the zero generation. Such a 

rule would look like the following:

(3) PZaa... -> Za. . ., where a {y}

which would be read fa parent’s older sibling’s offspring is considered 

as an older sibling* or ’a parent’s younger sibling’s offspring is con

sidered as a younger sibling’. Not only does this reduction rule 

accurately assign the proper term to a member of the zero generation, 

but it also states that if it appears as a sequence connecting ego to a 

chain of other relatives, then the same reductions can be made also.

As a test for the second assumption of the reduction rule for the 

zero generation, we will now examine the first descending generation.

In the list of terms given on pages 29 and 30, there are two generalized 

formulas given for each of the four terms of the first descending 

generation. Note that these can be written as reduction rules:

(4) (a) PZGsa. . . ->■ BGa.. ., /hakimad/;
(b) PZGda... -> Sea.. ., /ma'i/; *
(c) PZ^sa... B^a.. ., /cu: cud/;
(d) PZ^da... -> S^a.. ., /mad/.

Again, the relative age of the sibling link is important. In addition, 

the sex of the person who is the last link to the designated person is 

also important.
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But notice that these reduction rules are redundant. By the 

previous reduction rule (3) the following reductions should be possible:

(5) (a) PZesa -> Zea
(b) PZGda ->• Zea
(c) PZysa -y Zya
(d) PZyda + Zya

Clearly, these reductions arc not wanted. A componential analysis seeks 

to determine the minimum amount of information which must be known in 

order to call a person by a certain kin term. The above reductions (5) 

obscure the fact that the sex of the person who is the last link to the 

designated person is important.

As formulated, the reduction rule for the zero generation (3) 

must be considered inoperative for other generations. * Therefore, a 

separate reduction rule, which captures the minimum amount of infor

mation necessary, must be written for the first descending generation. 

Such a rule would look like the following:

(6) PZaâ . . . Ẑ . .. , where a -> {̂ J, and aj = m, 3% = f, Z% = B,
and Z2 = S

This rule can be extended to include the zero generation if formulated 

in the following manner:

(7) PZ^a_ (#)... -> z“(//) . . ., where a -> {y} ,  and ag = a, a% = m, 
a2 “ f , Zq == Z, Z^ — B, and Z2 — S

For the two generational levels discussed so far, it is possible 

to propose the following two paradigms. These represent the minimum 

amount of information which has to be known in order to assign a 

particular kin term to a specific person for these two generational 

levels. Note, also, how the last reduction rule proposed (7) permits
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this minimum amount of information to be presented. The two paradigms 

are as follows:

Z . . •

. .. Z . ..

//

#

jt
//

Some further insights may be gained by observing generalizations 

which can be made about the second descending generation. There are 

four terms for this generation which can be stated in reduction rules 

as follows:

(8) (a) PZssa... -> Bsa. , . -> msa. . ., /wosmad/;
(b) PZsda... -> Bda. . . •> mda. . . , /ba'amad/;
(c) PZdsa... -> Ssa... fsa..., /ka1 amad/;
(d) PZdda... Sda... fda..., /mo:s/

It should be noted that relative age is not a component at this level 

although the sex of the final two persons before the designated person 

is a component. Note also that a female ego uses the terminological 

pattern of her husband’s younger sister.

The reduction rules which have been considered so far are con

cerned with relative age. At this point, we need a rule which does not 

concern itself with this component. By modifying reduction rule (7) 

the first reductions in (8) can be made. We can also make the rule 

more general by not stating definitely that this sequence appears in 

a chain. Thus, rule (7) would be modified as follows:
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Z,
Zj = B, and Z2 = S

Now the following reductions can be made:

(10) (a) PZssa -> Bsa
(b) PZsda Bda
(c) PZdsa -> Ssa
(d) PZdda -> Sda

In order to predict accurately the reductions which are made for 

the first and second descending generations, one more reduction rule is 

necessary. Again, we use a more general form.

(11) ^iaja xiaja> Mhere a% = S, a2 = d, = m, %2 = f, Zj = B, 
and Z2 = S.

This final reduction rule expresses the extended reductions of second 

descending generational terms to the offspring of both male and female 

ego’s sons and daughters.

The Lounsburian rules are defined as reduction rules for sim

plifying chains of relationships between ego and the designated relative. 

However, certain chains can be proposed in which the reduction rules 

cannot apply by definition; that is, there arc cases where some other 

type of reduction must take place before it is possible for a reduction 

rule, which applies between ego and some relative, to apply. Lounsbury 

has proposed what he calls corollaries to apply in such cases (cf. 

Lounsbury 1964a and 1964b).

In a sense, these corollaries are reciprocals of the terms. The 

corollary of any rule is simply that rule written backwards, which 

means, of course, that generational steps and relative age are given 

opposite values. For instance, PZGa... ZG ... is read 1 from ego one

PzVc//) Z^(#) , where a -> s, a2 = d, Z q
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moves up one generational level to a parent of either sex; a sibling 

connects the parent with an older sibling of either sex who is connected 

to his offspring through a descent in generation1. The corollary of

sibling’s offspring is considered as that linking relative’s younger 

sibling. In the rule, the sex of ego is unspecified so the final member 

of the corollary is also unspecified as to sex. Also, because the final 

member of the rule receives no designation as to sex, the sex of the 

linking person is unspecified.

which states that either ego’s or a linking relative’s parent’s younger 

sibling’s offspring is to be considered as either ego’s or that linking 

relative’s younger sibling, or that either ego’s or a linking relative’s 

parent’s older sibling’s offspring is to be considered as either ego’s 

or that linking relative’s older sibling. The initial person must be 

ego if the symbol // (boundary marker) is chosen. Otherwise, the initial 

person may be cither ego or a linking relative. It should be noted 

that Y q is relevant for the zero generational level only.

some relative or chain of relatives. A ’linking male’ usually refers to 

F; however, B could also be a linking male. In this latter case, B can

be redundant with E in that BP and EP can refer to the same F and M.

Of course, ’linking female’ refers to M and can refer to S.

this is ...Pz7a ...%/. That is, a linking relative’s parent’s younger

The corollary for rule (9) is

and Y2 = f

A ’linking relative’ is a person who is a link between ego and
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Notice that rule (9) and corollary (13), when the optional 
symbol // (boundary marker) is chosen, are self-reciprocals. One 

reading for rule (9) is that a parent’s older sibling’s offspring are 

to be considered as one’s older siblings, or that a parent’s younger 

sibling’s offspring are to be considered as one’s younger siblings. 

Specifically, MBGs, MBed, MSGs, and MSGd are to be considered as one’s 

B or S ; this is also true for F’s older siblings. This rule also 

states a complementary relationship between a parent’s younger sibling’s 

offspring and one’s own younger siblings. The corollary reverses the 

order of relative age for these relationships. When age is taken as 

not being a component (<f>), then there can be no reading for this part 

of the rule and its corollary. When the symbol // is not chosen, the 

initial person may be ego or some linking relative. If the latter, the 

corollary is concerned with persons who stand one generational level 

above ego. This contrasts with the rule which is concerned mainly with 

the first descending generational level.

The most interesting corollary, however, is derived from rule 

(11). This corollary is

(14) yPjP^Z ^ yPjPi, where y {^}, P% = F and P2 = M

This corollary concerns itself with either the second ascending gener

ation or the third ascending generation. Remember that when a rule is 

written in this form, y can be either ego or a linking relative. If y 

is ego, the corollary is concerned with the second ascending generation 

and leads one to suspect the sibling terms for this generation are
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with the third ascending generation.

Even though the corollaries do relate to the ascending gener

ations, these generations are not described accurately. The basic 

reason for this is that Lounsbury1s method of analysis is constructed 

to reduce relationships to elementary form in kinship systems where 

there is overriding (skewing) of generations. An example of this type 

of system is, of course, the Crow and Omaha terminologies with which 

Lounsbury has dealt. In Papago there is horizontal (generational) 

grouping in the zero and descending generations; there are merging rules 

which are effective for these generations. However, the ascending 

generations require more information for a relative to be assigned a 

specific term. The corollaries do not contain this added information. 

Therefore, we will now turn to a method of analysis which is concerned 

with semantic elements.

Romney and D'Andrade's Method of Analysis

Romney and D 1Andrade (1964a) have proposed a method of analyzing 

kinship systems which relies upon reduction principles as well as 

semantic principles. They begin by listing the terms (or lexemes) and 

by giving the possible persons designated by each term. The kin 

relationships are written in algebraic form, such as a+f<Bf-a (MS6a). 

These algebraic forms are then combined, hopefully, in such a manner 

that only one algebraic form is required for each term. It is this 

final form which is used for the analysis itself (see pages 29-30 for 

terms and formulas). As an explanation of the derivation of the general
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algebraic formulas, derivations for two terms will be demonstrated 

fully.

The first term used as an example will be /sirs/. Using con

ventional representations, the following persons are designated, by this 

term: SG, Be, FBes, FBed, FSes, FSGd, MBes , MBGd, MSes, and MSed. 

Algebraically, these relationships arc represented as follows (the

initial 'a1 in each case represents ’ego’):

(15) (a) sG aOf
(b) BG a©m
(c) FBGs a+mGm-m
(d) FBGd a+mvDm-f
(e) FSGs a+mOf-m
(f) FSGd a+m©f-f
(6) MBGs a+fOm-m
(h) MBGd a+f0m-f
(i) MSGs a+f©f-m
(j) MSed a+fd>f~f

The next step is to combine forms when possible. The easiest

process is to combine two forms which differ in the sex of one person,

such as a(Dm arid a©f. These two forms combine, resulting in a©a. The

remaining formulas can be paired as follows:

(16) (a) a-fmOm-m . , _
a+mOm-f >

(b) a+m^f-m 
a+m(&f-f

(c) a-l'fGm-ra 
a+f<Dm-f

(d) a+f©f-m 
ai-f©f-f

> a+m©f-a

> a+f©m-a

> a+f©f-a

These can then be combined to form a+m©a-a and a+f©a-a. The 

semi-final formulas for this terms are aOa and a+aOa-a. These two 

formulas differ only in expansions so the final representation for this
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term is

(17) a<-fa><D<a->a

which is read as either ego’s older sibling or a parent’s older sib

ling’s offspring.

The second 1 demonstration’ term was chosen because it, like 

several others, cannot be reduced easily to one over-all representative 

formula. As above, the relationships are listed and algebraic repre

sentations are written. For the term /mad/ (the second term being used 

for demonstration) the first step is as follows:

(a) a f-a
(b) Sys aOf-m
(c) Syd aOf-f
(d) FByds a-hnOm-f-m
(e) FBydd afmGm-f-f
(f) FSyds a-hnOf-f-m
Cg) FSydd a-hnOf-f-f
(h) MSyds a+f0f-f-m
(i) MSydd a+fOf-f-f
(j) MByds a+fGm-f-m
(k) MBydd a+fGm-f-f

From these formulas, one can arrive at the four following representations 

in two steps:

(19) (a) f-a
(b) aOf-a
(c) a+m9a-f-a
(d) a+fOa-f-a

After the last two representations arc combined to form 

a+aGa-f-a, the general form of two of the representations are parallel 

to those of the previous term, except that the sex of one relative is 

specified. The position of this linking relative should not be ignored. 

The other representation, f-a, is an extension of meaning for a female
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(20) (a<+a>0<a->)f-a

All the terms and their most generalized algebraic formulas 

having been listed (pages 29-30), the next step is to propose com

ponents, such as polarity, in which the terms can contrast. An example 

of this in English is the contrast between the terms 1 grandfather1 and 

’grandson1. Romney and D ’Andrade list the following possibilities:

Sex of Relative. If two expressions are identical except 
for the final sex marker, then sex of relative is a distinctive 
variable. ... It may be marked as R and takes the values Rf male 
and R2 female.

Sex of Speaker. If two expressions are identical except 
for the initial sex marker, then sex of speaker is a distinc
tive variable. It may be marked as S and takes the values S%, 
male speaking, and S2, female speaking....

Relative Sex. If two expressions are identical except for 
the fact that in one, sex of speaker is the same as the relative 
and in the other, it is different, then relative sex of speaker 
is the distinctive variable. It may be marked as D and takes 
the values , different, and D2, the same.

Relative Age. If two expressions are identical except for 
relative age, then relative age is a distinctive variable. It 
may be marked as A and takes the values A \, relative older than 
ego, and A2, relative younger than ego. (Sometimes relative age 
of intervening relatives is criterial.)

Reciprocity. If two expressions arc identical except for 
being reciprocals, then polarity is a distinctive variable.
It may be marked by P and takes the values , senior or ascending 
generation, and P2, junior or descending generation.

Sex of Intervening Relative. Where two expressions are 
identical except for intervening relative, then cross vs. 
parallel is a distinctive variable. It may be marked by C%, 
cross, and C2, parallel (1964a:151-2).

Romney and D ’Andrade’s components wore designed by them for the 

purpose of their componential analysis in which the components appear. 

In his 1909 article, Kroeber suggested the criteria listed below, all 

of which may or may not be relevant in the kinship system of any one
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society. These categories or relationship, as Kroeber calls them, are 

as follows:

1. The difference between persons of the same and of separate 
generations;

2. The difference between lineal and collateral relationship.
3. Difference of age within one generation.
4. .The sex of the relative.
5. The sex of the speaker.
6. The sex of the person through whom relationship exists.
7. The distinction of blood relatives from connections by 

marriage.
8. The condition of life of the person through whom relation- 

• ship exists (1909:176).

As stated above in different terms, there is an element of 

polarity (Kroeber1s first category) in Papago kinship. Because there 

is no skewing of generations, it is quite simple to show this. First, 

one should write reciprocals for the generalized formulas. The recip

rocal, like the corollary, is the formula written backwards with the 

signs reversed.

The second step can then be undertaken in one of two ways. The 

reciprocals of ascending generations can be matched with the generalized 

formulas of descending generations, or the reciprocals of descending 

generations can be matched with the generalized formulas of ascending 

generations. Either way, the matches are not going to be exact; that 

is, there is no one to one correspondence in most cases. The one 

exception to this is /si:s/ and /s±:pij/, but this is not a matter of 

polarity. In this analysis, the reciprocals for the ascending gener

ations have been contrasted with the generalized representations of the 

descending generations. The contrast groups arc listed on pages 46

and 47.
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Table 2. Contrast Groups

For Gq :

/wirnag/
/si:s/
/s±:pij/

For G\:

aOa
a<4-a>0<a-> a (a<+a>©<a-> a) 
a<4-a>6<a~>a (a<4a>0<a->a)

/hakit/
/wowoit/
/hakimad/

m@m-a
f©m-a
a<+a>0<a->m~a

/tatal/ 
/ j isle/ 
/ma'i/

m©f-a
f©f-a
a<*f a> 0<a-> f-a

/kirli/
/'oksi/
/cu:cud/

mOm-a
fOm-a
a<+a> 0 < a-> m~a

/ji'is/ 
/da:d/ 
/mad/

mOf-a
f0f-a
a<+a>0<a-> f-a

/'o:g/
/ji'i/
/'aldag/
/mad/

For Gg:

m-a
f-a
m-a
f-a

/wosk/
/ba:b/
/wosmad/
/ba'amad/

m-m-a 
m-f-a 
m-m-a 
m- f-a

/ka:k/
/hu'ul/
/ka'amad/
/mo:s/

f-m-a
f-f-a
f-m-a
f-f-a

/wosk ki:li/ 
/wosk 'oks/ 
/wosmad/

mOm-m-a
fOm-m-a
(a<+a>0<a->) m-m-a
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Table 2 cent.

/barb kirli/ 
/barb 'oks/ 
/ba* amad/

mOm-f-a 
fOm-f-a
(a<-ba>0<a->)in-f-a

/kark kirli/ 
/kark 'oks/ 
/ka'amad/

mOf-m-a
fOf-m-a
(a<+a>0<a->)f-m^a

/hu’ul kirli/ 
/hu'ul 'oks/ 
/mors/

mOf-f-a
fOf-f-a
(a<+a>0<a->)f-f-a
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The next step is to factor out the components and the operators. 

For instance, in the contrast set

(21) (a) /k-i-:li/ tnOm-a (reciprocal of a-hnOm)
(b) /'oksi/ fGm-a (reciprocal of a-hnOf)
(c) /cu:cud/ a<+a>0<a->m-a

the operators are /0-/, which represent a younger sibling link and a 

descent in generational level. The operators in the angle brackets 

(<+>, <->), which must be taken together, cancel each other; that is, 

they have zero effect on the general representation. The components are 

determined from both the reciprocal (polarity) and the generalized 

representations. The components of /k±:li/, for example, are polarity 

(Pi), older sibling link (A}), male relative (Ri), intervening male 

relative (Cj), and collaterality (L2). The symbolic representations for 

this method of componential analysis are listed on pages 49 and 50. By 

using these reciprocals, there is a certain amount of 'crossing'; that 

is, ascending and descending generations as well as older and younger 

sibling links are contrasted.

This method of componential analysis permits a more complete 

statement about Papago kinship terminology than does the Lounsburian 

method. Most important, the components of sex of the intervening 

relative (C) and lineality (L) as well as relative age (A) and polarity 

(P) can all be taken into account. There is another component which 

has been stated in both analyses but specifically used as a component, . 

that is, generational level (G). It is possible that this is not 

really a component as such, but it seems that there should be some 

indication of the non-skewing of generations.
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Table 3. Components of Kin Terras

For Go:

/w±:nag/ Ll/si:s/ L 0 A 1/siipij/ l 0A2
G % :

/hakit/ P l L 2 C l  A 2 R 1
/xrowoit/ P 1 L 2 C 1 A 2 R 2
/hakimad/ P2l 2c 1A1
/ratal/ P 1 L 2 C 2 A 2 R 1
/jisk/ P1L2C2A2R2/ma'i/ p2l2C2A1
/ki:li/ P l L 2 C 1A 1 Px1
/'oksi/ P 1 L 2 C 1  A i  Pv2
/cu:cud/ P2L2C1A2
/ji'is/ P l L 2 C 2 A l R l
/da:d/ P 1 L 2 C 2 A 1 R 2
/mad/ P 2 L 2 C 2 A 2

/'o:g/ P l L i R i
/ji'i/ P l L i R 2
/'aldag/ P 2 L 1 S 1
/mad/ P2L1S2

G 2 :

/wosk/ P 1 L 1 C 1R1/ba:b/ P l L j C z R i
/wosmad/ p2l 1s1c 1
/ba’amad/ P 2 L 1 S 1 C 2

/ka:k/ p 1l 1c 1r2/hu'ul/ P i  L i  C2R2
/ka’amad/ P 2 L l C 1 S 2
/mo: s/ P 2 L 1 C 2 S 2

/0/

/0 -/

/-/

/-/

Arosk
/wosk *oks/ 
/wosmad/

PlLgCiCiRi
P1L2 C ̂ C} 1'2
P2L2C1C1

/O— /
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Table 3 cent.

/ba:b k*±:li/ 
/ba:b !oks/ 
/ba'amad/

/ka:k ki:li/ 
/ka:k !oks/ 
/ka'amad/

P2L2C2C2R1
C2R2

P2L2C1C2

P ll«2^2ClRl
P1L2C2C1R2 /0— /
P2L2C2C2

/hu’ul k±:li/ 
/hu’ul !oks/ 
/mo:s/

P ll‘2̂ '2̂ '2̂ 1 
P ll,2^2^'2^2 
P2^2^2^2
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Choice of Method

There are some specific reasons why the Lounsburian method 

of analysis did not completely describe the Papago kinship system. For 

presenting his method, Lounsbury chose types of Crow and Omaha kinship 

terminologies. These types of terminologies are related to Crow and 

Omaha types of social organizations, which are unilineal. That is, 

either the father's line (Omaha) or the mother's line (Crow) is 

stressed. This is one difference between the Papago kinship terminology 

and the terminologies used by Lounsbury.

A greater difference is that 'grouping' in the Papago kinship 

terminology is horizontal— that is, generational. For the Crow and 

Omaha terminologies, there is an overriding of generations (vertical 

grouping) as well as generational grouping. Lounsbury has proposed 

skewing rules for the vertical grouping. His merging rules are con

cerned with horizontal reductions.

This is not to say that a Lounsburian method of analysis will 

not 'work' for a kinship terminology which is not unilineal. Overriding 

of generations does not have to be present for the Lounsburian method 

to 'work'. If the Papago kinship terminology were not bifurcate 

collateral for the first ascending generation, and if it were some form 

of bifurcate merging or generational, the Lounsbury method would 

properly describe the system without too much further complication of 

the rules.

This, again, does not mean that there has to be either merging, 

generational skewing, or both, for the Lounsburian method. If we were
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to use only the Lounsburian method for Papago, we would have to describe 

either the ascending or descending generations first. Then we would 

proceed to add deletion or expansion rules, respectively. In either 

case, the set of rules used for describing the kinship system would be 

extremely complex and cumbersome.

The greatest difficulty in using the Lounsburian method for 

Papago was the lack of parallels between the ascending and descending 

generations. The specified relatives were not distinguished as to sex 

in the zero and descending generations. In moving from the zero gener

ation to the next descending generation, the sex of the intervening 

relatives became important. For the ascending generations the sex of 

the intervening relatives as well as the designated relatives was 

important.

How can one choose which method would be best to use? Louns- 

bury (1964a) has stated:

A formal account should be distinguished both by its sufficiency 
and by its parsimony. Its ’sufficiency1 consists in its ability 
to account In toto for what is at hand in the empirical data, 
with no elements of this collection wrongly predicted or left 
unpredicted in the model, and with none of the predictions of 
the model remaining empirically unverifiable (assuming adequate 
documentation or documentability of the source). That is to 
say, the model should not underpredict, overpredict, or wrongly 
predict (p. 351).

The ’parsimony1 of a formal account consists in its specifying 
only the absolute minimum of assumptions that arc necessary to 
account for the data of the empirical collection, or to generate 
an exact replica thereof (p. 352).

The question is how to decide which method would best satisfy the above.

The Romney-D’Andrade method of analysis described Papago kinship 

accurately because components of the terms were handled separately.
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There was no structured way to group various relatives with a system 

of rewrite rules. The merging of relatives under one term was handled 

through a generalized algebraic representation of that term. Each term 

was considered separately.

The components were suggested by Kroeber in his 1909 article. 

Romney and D 1Andrade themselves gave elaborate definitions for some of 

these. Not all components applied to every term; only enough were used 

to .describe that particular term under consideration. In no case was 

further elaboration or deletion necessary. For instance, one statement 

can be made about the component R being irrelevant for the descending 

generations and yet there is no complication in its being present in 

the ascending generations.

Almost any kinship system can be handled by the Romney-D1Andrade 

method of analysis. However, this is not to say that this method 

should be used for all kinship systems. There are other methods which 

could describe some of these just as well and possibly more parsi

moniously. The method used depends on how much structuring can be 

imposed in some systematic way on the kinship terminology. It also 

depends on how this structuring is imposed.



CHAPTER VI

AN ALGORITHM FOR PAPAGO KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY

The question which remains to be answered is what exactly do 

these 1 components1 (specifically G, A, P, L, C, and R) mean. ’The 

fact that meanings arc analyzable into subcomponents is the chief 

insight and basis for so-called "componential analysis", an approach 

to semantics that has developed in anthropology1 (Katz and Postal 1964: 

28). Romney and D ’Andrade have stated in their ’Cognitive Aspects of 

English Kin Terms’ (1964a) that ’a major conclusion of this paper is 

that people respond to kinship terms as if each term contained a 

bundle of distinct meanings’ (p. 168). They call these distinctive 

meanings (or components) sememes. They 1 consider kinship lexemes to be 

composed of sets of sememes and componential analysis, a means of iso

lating this set of sememes’ (p. 168). They go on to state that these 

sememes arc discriminative stimuli to which people respond.

As was stated above, a componential analysis seeks to answer the 

question ’What must be known by X so that he may refer to .Y with a cer

tain kin term?’. Consider the diagrams on pages 55-57, which are based 

on the Romney-D’Andrade method of analysis. In these diagrams, all the 

components have been placed on charts and the terms placed in the proper 

slots. Certain contrasts are quite obvious. The third ascending and 

descending generations contrast with respect to polarity. In the first 

ascending and descending generations, the terms for F and M contrast with
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r i r2 Sl s2

Ll
Cl wosk ka:k wosmad ka’amad

C2 ba :b hu'ul ba’amad mors

Cl
Cl wosk kirli wosk ’oks wosmad

Ll
C2 ba:b ki:li ba:b ’oks ba’amad

Cl kark kirli ka:k ’oks ka’amad
u2

c2 hu'ul kirli hu’ul ’oks mors

wosk
ka:k

R < ba:b 
hu ’ul

rC wosk M:li 
wosk 1oks

R < ba:b k±:li 
barb 'oks

R < kark kirli 
kark 1oks

R < hu'ul 
hu' ul

kirli
'oks

wosmad
ba'amad

C < ka'amad 
mo r s

wosmad
ba'amad

ka'amad 
mo r s

Figure 5. Diagrams for Gg
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the terms for a male's offspring and a female's offspring. Then, in 

the zero generation, two terms contrast with respect to the age of the 

linking sibling while the third term, which is lineal, contrasts with 

the absence of a term for non-lineals.

For the second ascending generation, there are actually two 

contrast sets represented. One of these contrast sets is that of the 

'grandparent1, the other being that of 'grandparent's siblings'. This 

is a contrast of lineality vs. collaterality, designated in the diagrams 

as L (L% being lineal and L2 collateral), as in the first ascending 

and descending generations. There is also a contrast of lineality and 

collaterality in the second descending generation. In the contrast of 

polarity, the grandparent terms contrast with the terms for a male ego's 

grandchildren and a female ego's grandchildren. Otherwise, the terms for 

the second descending generation contrast with the terms for grand

parent's siblings. It is interesting to note that the terms for the 

second descending generation reflect reciprocity. For instance, the 

person whom ego calls /wosmad/ will call ego /wosk/. The term /mots/, 

which is a reciprocal to /hu'ul/, is the only contradiction to this.

For all ascending generation, there is a distinction of. sex.

There is also the contrast of relative age of the sibling link as well 

as a seeming contrast of members of the father's and mother's sides.

But notice also that all contrasts have a counterpart; that is, the 

contrasts are parallels of each other.

Underhill has described the Papago kinship system as being 

bilateral. That is, both sides are stressed with equal importance being
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given to the matri- and the patri-lines. The componential analysis 

which has been examined above supports this view. Although the same 

term is not used on both sides for parallel positions, as is the term 

'uncle* in English kinship, there is a balance of terms. That is, MBG 

and MB^ arc not grouped together with one term while FBe and FB^ are 

not. Or, more specifically, FBG , FB^,MBG, and MB^ are each given 

separate terms. But this is exactly what is so important. Each side 

is equally represented in the terminology.

If one were to begin to use Papago kinship terms as a fluent 

speaker would, what would that person have to know? According to Romney 

and D*Andrade, relatives are grouped together in such a way that dis

tinctive stimuli can contrast. The diagrams above attempt to show the 

minimal contrasts. That is, the diagrams show two ways (through charts 

and paradigms) in which these contrasts can be made. Any Papago must 

have some construct in his mind which allows for a similar grouping 

of relatives.

Undoubtedly, any fluent speaker of Papago, who also understands 

the culture, will not run through some list of components and terms, 

like those above, each time he wishes to apply a kin term to some per

son. Analogously, a person does not construct a tree-diagram for each 

sentence he utters. Both are equally silly. However, there is a very

simple way of stating how to determine, through components, the proper

kin term for a person who is considered to be a relative. This can be

called an algorithm. The one presented below ignores the third and

fourth ascending and descending generations since there is only one



term used for all persons of each of these generations. There is no 

need to include these four terms in the algorithm.

The algorithm does reflect what has to be done, or what has to 

be known, in order to use Papago kinship terms correctly. Although 

stated in ordered rules for this presentation, it does not necessarily 

reflect the order any fluent speaker uses. What does the native 

speaker know? He knows the generational level of the designated person, 

including whether that person is in an ascending or descending gener

ation, the lineality of that person, the relative age (but not the sex) 

of an intervening sibling, the number of persons who arc intervening 

and their sex (excluding the sibling link), and the sex of the relative. 

In certain cases, ego's own sex (S) is relevant. Any one of these 

components may have a zero value; that is, any one of these components 

could be neutral in determining the proper kin term to be used.

One point that was very obvious in the Lounsburian method of 

analysis was that the sex of the intervening relatives was important.

That is, to be able to call the offspring of a cousin by a certain kin 

term, it was necessary to know the sex of that cousin, while it was 

unnecessary to know the sex of the cousin to call him by a certain kin 

term. In fact, beginning with members of ego's own generation, the sex 

of the designated relative was not stated. To descend one generation, 

however, the sex of the designated relative's parent, who is one of ego's 

relatives, must be specified. To ascend in generational level, the sex 

of any designated relative must be specified.
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In summary, the algorithm is
(1) Given: G|2L |2P |2S |2iC|2A |2R |2

a) Determine generational level (0, 1, 2).
b) Determine lineality. Lq is relevant in Gq only.
c) Determine polarity. This is irrelevant (Pq) for Gq .
d) Determine the sex of ego. Usually, this is irrelevant

(Sq). However, for is relevant.
e) Determine the number of intervening relatives and their 

sexes. There are no intervening relatives (i = 0) for Gq .
• Otherwise, for G^L^, i = (generational level - 1) and for G^L^, 
i = generational level. Remember that the intervening relatives 
who are relevant immediately precede the designated relative.

f) Determine the relative age of linking sibling. This is 
irrelevant (Aq) for GqL i, GpLi, and G2.

g) Determine the sex of the relative. For all Pj, this is 
relevant; for all P2, it is irrelevant.

On the following page is a paradigm constructed from the algorithm

stated above. There is also a statement of expansion for the operators.

One begins with the innermost brackets of operators (zero generation)

and erases the brackets in moving to the first and second generational

levels. The operators are those used on pages 49 and 50. The

algorithm for the operators is

(2) [[([<+>0<->])-]-]
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<+>0<->

n/'ki:!!
^ ’oksi 

R</ h a k i t  
wo wo itR<s;r

R</  tatal 
jisk 
hakimad 
cu:cud 
ma1 i 
mad 

R</  wosk 
ka: k 

n <^ ’ barb 
^•hu'ul 

wosmad 
ba'amad 
ka'amad 
mors
wosk ki-rli 
wosk 'oks 
kark kirli 
kark 1oks 
barb kirli 
barb 'oks 
hu'ul kirli 
hu'ul 'oks 
wosmad 
ba’amad 
ka’amad 
mo:s

Figure 6. Final Paradigm
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